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Abstract

Bilingual education is gaining more attention-as many new programs are
being tested. Policy decisions on whether to continue, alter or terminate
bilingual programs are often based on evaluation studies of them. The eval-
uation of a program as it is supposed to begis one thing, but the evaluation
of the pi-ogram which is actually being used is another matter entirely.
Programs are very often changed by the user, sometimes so much that they are
not recognizable as the original model. Evaluation designs must first of all
describe exactly what program is being studied before its effects can be
accurately correlated. Furthermore, evaluation designs must determine f a
program, whether "pure" or "adapted," is actually being used in order to know
if, indeed, there are any effects to be assessed. Unfortunately, these
determinations are often not made before an evaluation is conducted, with
results thus being susceptible in invalid assessment and policy decisions
being made on the basis of misleading information.

Change process research has developed some practical tools and concepts
which can assist in the determination of these essential variables for an
evaluation design. The Concerns-Based Adoption Model Project at the Texas
Research and Development Center in particular has developed specific measures
which can be applied directly: Levels of Use of the Innovation measures to
what extent a program is actually being used, while Innovation Configuration
describes what adaptations, if any, have been made in the program. The need
to view any program within a time frame necessary for it to be considered
fully installed has also been a valuable contribution from the change process
research. The two CBAM measures can also be used to establish what this time
period'is. Taking into account the three dimensions of time for implementation,
levels of use, and description of use, evaluation designs can be far more
specific about what they portend to evaluate and can attribute effects of this
specifically described pragram with a greater degree of validity.
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Program development has significantly increased in sophistication and

effectiveness during the last fifteen years. Program development in bilingual

education clearly reflects this general trend. There is new sophistication,in

terms of concepts, theories, and models for bilingual programs and the different

operational programs around the country provide a rich diversity of applications

of these concepts and theories to pratice. During this period there has also

been increasing sophistication in theories, models, and approaches to evalua-

tion. However, e-V-aluation as an applied science still is facing a great chal-

lenge in being able to handle effectively the complexities of these sophisti-

cated programs.

- There are some recent conceptual and methodological breakthroughS that can

significantly contribute to the power of evaluation studies, some of which are

from disciplines other than evaluation itself. The interdisciplinary nature of

evaluation makes possible the integration of knowledge from other fields, and it

is to their credit that bilingual program evaluatdrs have been willing to incor-

porate approaches and findings from other areas. Research on the change pro-

cess and on implementation.represents one area which has been able to make valu-

able contributions to evaluation processes. This paper briefly explores some

1 The research described herein was conducted under contract with the
National Institute of Education. The opinions expressed arp those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National
Institute of Education. No endorsement by the National Institute of Education
should be inferred.
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of the deve,lopments from change research which can be of help to evaluators.

Two major concepts are focpsed upon, that of Levels of Use of the Innovation and

that of Innovation Confiauration. Illustrations and sample data "from the

field" will be used to explain these concepts and their relative measurement

techniques. The paper also explores some implications of these perspectives on

change to the evaluation of bilingual programs.

Perspective

Recent research on chahge places eMphasis on viewing change as a process,

not an event. Practitioners, researchers, evaluators, ared policy makers are

showing increasing sensitivity and awareness to this assumption. Three'key

parameters of the change process research that are important to consider in the

design of an evaluation study are:

1. -implementation is a phase of the change process;

2. innovations are usually adapted during implementation; and

3. attention musttbe given to individual users and nonusers
of an innovation.

Addressing these parameters has been crucial to understanding, managing, and

assessing the effects of change efforts.

The selection of designs and measure§ for education studies should also

reflect awareness of these parameters. Both summative, or product, and forma-

tive, or process evaluation have valuable roles to contribute, but the appropri-
.

,ate approach must be used at the appropriate time. Exploring these three vari-

ables can help define whether summat-ive or formative designs are'to be used, and

which variables should be emphasized.

Change occurs over tiMe. In a key synthesis of the literature, Fullan and

Pemfret (1975) articulate the distinctions between development, dissemination,



the decision to adopt, and implementatid4. s they point out, implementation is

the phase of the change process that occurs,after the program is introduced into

'the classroom, building or school district. Th,ey emphasize, however, that full

use of the program is not instantaneous and is no,achieved without problems.
\

Formative evaluation is particularly relevant during\this phase. Program imple-

mentors need information about how the change'effort is Progressing.. This feed-

back is essential if the implementation of a program is to More quickly and
a

easily become a routine pattern of uses. Contrary to much evaluation practice,

the implementation phase is a poor time to be conducting summative'evaluations.

, The term innovatioq refers to the new program or process being implemented

or to key changes being made 'RI an existing program. Recognition that the

innovation can, and probably will, be adapted by different users to fit dif-

ferent contexts is another major finding of the change process research that has

implications for evaluation. Perhaps the most well-known reference on adapta-

tion of the innovation is the,. Rand change agent study (Berman & McLaughlin,

1975) in which the authors propose the concept of "mutual adaptation." The

inhovation is adapted to fit the local context and the local users rather th'an
$01,

being implemented exactly as prescribed by its developers.

At the same time, the users adapt somewhat to fit the requirements of the inno-

vation. Thus, both the in.novation and the users adapt to more closely approxi-

mate the requirements of the other. The implication of this concept for evalua-

tion is that evaluators cannot assume that the innovation as implemented at each

siie is a close formulation of the innovation as espoused by the program devel-

oper, or that the innovation is implemented in the same way in each site.

Individuals involved in change are a key fPCUs of research based on the

Concerns-Based Adoption Model focuses on (Hall, Wallace & Dossett, 1973). The

CBAM model recognizes impleMentation and innovation adaptation, and then brings

6
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an additional emphasis to the understanding of change as a process by focusing

on the individual. From the CBAM perspective each individual will adopt the

innovation in their own way, and in that respect each individually is qpnsidered

to be either a user or a nonuser. CBAM experience suggests, that in general,

administrators and other decision-makers are not reliable sources Of information

as to what actual classroom practice is for each individual. Therefore,.evalua-

tors should be encouraged to assess directly whether each individual is a user

or nonuser.

In summary, recent change research focuses on the individual,acknowledge-

bent of the adaptation of innovations, and the recognition of the implementation

phase of the change process. Each of these parameters has important implica-

tionfor the design of program evaluations. Evaluation studies cannot consider

a program as an event which automat.ically assumes full functioning simply by

being placed in the classroom. Instead, use or nonuse of the innovation must be

directly assessed for each teacher. The operational form of the innovation must

'also be assessed individually. Furthermore, evaluation studies must take into

account change as a process, thereby utilizing both formative and summative

evaluations and conducting studies over time, rather than just gathering data

at One or two points in time and issuing a single report.

Two Basic Questions

The literature on change emphasizes the importance of understanding what

happens in individual classrooms through dfrect assessment. It is not possible

to make 'interpretations about how the process of change and implementation of

new programs is unfolding or to draw conclusions about the,effects of new pro-

grams, without knowing first-hand what is happening in each classroom. There

are two basic questions that must be :tasked before an evaluation study can pro-

4
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teed, fer either ptotess or product evaluations. The simplest way to ask these

, questions regarding the program being examined is:

'For eaCh teacher, schoL and district,

1. IS IT BEING USED?

2. 'WHAT IS IT?

The first question asks simply whether or not each teacher who is supposed

to be using the innovation in fact is. Incidently, the first question must also

be asked of any comparism groups being used in the study. The second question
4

addresses the issue of innovation adaptation. This question asks exactly what

operational form of the innovation is being used by each "user." In the Con- .

cerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) resarch, direct efforts have'been made to,

determine use or nonuse of the innovation through a concept called Levels of Use

the InnovatiOn.`' Also in the-CpAM,'research attempts have been made to des-

tribe the various operational forms of the innovation' whik:h could be implemented

4

in different classrooms. he concept of Innovation Configurations has been
4

developed to describe the phencAenon.

Is It Being Used?

Regardless of whether a process or product evaluation is being done, "is

the program being used?" ikthe first-question 'that evaluators need to ask with

regard to any program. Although this question seems obvious and straight for-

ward, it is alarming to review evaluation and research studies in which it has

been neither directly nor indirectly asked or answered. The concept of Levels

of Use has proven to be very useful -in answering this question.

Levels of Use of the Innovation (Hall, Lducks, Rutherford & Newlove, 1975)

describes what individuals and groups are doing or not doing with an innovation.

The concept focuses on whether or not and how they ate using the innovation.
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The first major br)akout that Levels of Use (LoU) reveals ist.to distinguish

operatinally between Liers and nonusers. A funther breakout is possible into

t e.i,r(distinct Levels of Use, including three levels of nonuse. The eight

LeOls of Use are summariAdin Figure 1.

l. P More specifically, the nonuse levels range from the person at a Level of

k r)
Use 0, Nonuse, w isnot doing anything relative to the program, :to a. Level' of

Use I:4ie ation.persorewho is considering or exploring use of the program but
.,,

has not ecided to use it, to a Level of Use II Preparation person who has ma

a decisib to use the*rogram and is preparing for first use. For each of t se

i
nonuse levels,\beh4vioral indicators have been4ldentified and a set of cate-

/
1

gories can be used to further describe- the actual behaviors.

The five use levels are as follows: Le* of Use III persons are at a

Me0anicalleve) of Use-this tends to be a time that is typically observed in
---, (

early users-of an inno at-114. Use is disjointed and the person has a very

.short-term focus in relation to their use of the program. Later on tle find that

persons movezon to being at a Level of Use IVA Routine. These persons have an

esta6lished pattern of use and are making-few, if any, adaptations'in their use
t

of-the pi'bgram. Some individuals mo4 on to a Level of Use IVB Refinement where

they are making adaptations which for student benefit. Level of Use V Inte-,

gration people are making adaptations in use of the innovation by collaborating

with other users of the innovatiOn so that colledively they can have greater

impact. The rare Level of Use VI Renewal person is one who is making major mod-
,

ifications in the program or considering an alternative to the present innova-

tion.

.
These eight Levels of Use have been defined in the LeVel of Use chart and a

measurement procedure has seen developed. Thi -meaSurement procedure which has

been demons.trated to be reliable an valid, uses a fopsed interview (Loucks,
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Figure 1 7

LEVELS OF USE OF THE INNOVATION

LEVELS OF USE DEFINITION OF USE

0 NONUSE STATE IN WHICH THE USER HAS LITTLE OR NO KNOWLEDGE CF
THE INNOVATION, NO INVOLVEMENT WITH THE INNOVATION,
AND IS DOING NOTHING TOWARD BECCMING INVOLVED.

Decision Point A Takes action to learn more detailed information about the
innovation.

I OR I ENTAT ION STATE IN WHICH THE USER HAS RECENTLY ACOUIRED OR IS
ACQUIRING INFORMATION ABOUT THE INNOVATION AND/OR
HAS RECENTLY EXPLORED OR IS EXPLORING ITS VALUE
ORIENTATION AND ITS DEMANDS UPON USER AND USER
SYSTEM.

Decision Point B Makes a decision to use the innovation by establishing a
time to begin.

I I PREPARATION STATE IN WHICH THE USER IS PREPARING FOR FIRST USE
OF THE INNOVATION,

Decision Point C Changes, if any, and use are dominated by user needs.

I I I 1ECHA1 ICAL USE STATE IN WHICH THE USER FOCUSES OST EFFORT ON THE
SHORT-TERM, DAY-TO-DAY USE OF THE INNOVATION WITA
LITTLE TIME FOR REFLECTION. CHANGES IN USE ARE
MADE MORE TO MEET USER NEEDS THAN 'CLIENT ;LEEDS.
THE USER IS PRIMARILY ENGAGED IN A STEPWISE ATTEIPT
TO MASTER THE TASKS REOUIRED TO USE THE INNOVATION,
OFTEN RESULTING IN DISJOINTED AND SUPERFICIAL USE.

Decision Point D-1 A rountine pattern'of use is established.

IVA ROUTINE USE OF THE INNOVATION IS STAILIZED. FEW, IF ANY,
CHANGES ARE BEING MADE IN ONGOING USE. LITTLE PREP-
ARATION OR THOU6HT IS BEING GIVEN TO IMPROVING INNO-
VATION USE OR ITS CONSEQUENCES.

Decision Point D-2 Changes use of the innovation based on formal or informal
evaluation in order to increase cliept outcomes.

IVB REF I NEMENT STATE IN WHICH THE USER VARIES THE USE OF THE INNO-
VATION TO INCREASE THE IMPACT ON CLIENTS WITHIN THE
IMMEDIATE SPHERE OF INFLUENCE. VARIATIONS ARE BASED
ON KNOWLEDGE OF BOTH SHORT- AND LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES
FOR CLIENTS.

Decision Point E Initiates changes in use of innovation based on inout of and
in coordination with what colleagues are doing,

V I NTEGRAT I ON STATE IN WHICH THE USER IS COMBINING OWN EFFORTS TO
USE THE INNOVATION WITH RELATED ACTIVITIES OF COL-
LEAGUESIO ACHIEVEA COLLECT:VE IMPACT ON CLIENTS
WITHIN THEIR COMMON-SPHERE OF INFLUENCE.

Decision.Point F Begins exploring alternatives to or major modifications of
the innovation presently in use.

VI RENEWAL STATE IN WHICH THE USER REEVALUATES THE OUALITY OF
USE OF THE INNOVATION, SEEKS MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OF
OR ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT INNOVATION TO ACHIEVE
INCREASED IMPACT ON CLIENTS, EXAMINES NEW DEVELOP-
MENTS IN THE FIELD, AND .EXPLORES NEW GOALS FOR SELF
AND 'THE SYSTEM.

From:, The 1.11 Chart. Auscin: Research and Development Center for Teacher
Education, The University of Texas, 1975.

CBAM Project
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education

The University of Texas



Newlove & Hall, 1976). The interview is generic in terms of its process and

therefore can be applied to different programs and processes. The interview

takes the form of a general conversation with a teacher who is asked to describe

behaviorally what they are doing or not doing with the innovation. The inter-

view is constructed using a branching format based on the operational defini-

tions of Levels of Use. Training manuals and systems have been developed for

training evaluation staff to certifiable levels in terms of their proficiency in

conducting Levels of Use interviews and rating interview data.

There are several interesting implications for evaluation that can be de-

rived from the Levels of Use research. For example, the proportion of individ-

uals that are found at each Level of Use is not,equal (See Table 1). In a

stratified sample of innovation users and nonusers based upon amount of experi-

ence with an innovation, ft is commonly..found that the largest sample of iisers

are at LoU IVA Routine. Lou V and VI individuals' are relatively rare in most

stratified samples. Another pattern that is typically observed is that 60 to

70% of the first-year users of an innovation will be at LoU III Mechanical Use

(Hall & Loucks, 1977).

One implication of this last finding is that it can be assumed with some-

thing as complicated as a bilingual program that many, if not all, first year

users of the program will be at a Mechanical Level of Use. This is a time for

conducting process or formative e/aluations and not a time for conducting a sum-

mative evaluation. Persons at a Mechanical Level of Use may be doing a more

awkward and disjointed job with the new approach than they were previously with
A

their past practice. It is not a fair time for' the individual br the new pro-

gram to be asSessed in terms of outcomes and ultirMate effects.

A useful application of the Levels of Use concept, especially for formative

or process evaluation, is to provide a benchmark for the rate and degree of
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implementation which is occurring,: A study using the LoU technique to monitor a

three-year effort'involving a revised science curriculum provides an example. A

summary of this study's data is présenfed in Table 2. :evels of Use were

assessed five times during the three-year period, while a concerns-based staff

development effort was also underway (Loucks & Pratt, 1979). As part of the

staff development plan, the LoU data were immediately fed back to the staff

developers so that staff development experiences could be adapted according to

the Levels of Use of teachers in various parts of the school district. The La

data were also used :o illustrate to district policy makers that implementation

was not an event and th-at use was moving ahead.

Looking at the data in Table ?, several treads can be readily discerned.

First of all, the number of individuals, at LoU 0 Nonuse rapidly decreases as

the implementation effort progresses in time. There is also a definite trend

towards use (LoU III - VI) of the revised cur4-iclum materials. One of the

interesting findings relative to the process of implementation is that there was

still a large proportion of individuals at a Mechanical Level of Use,after three

- years. This led the staff developers in this particular sitliation to ecknowl-

edge that implementation of any new curriculum takes longer than is typically

assumed; and, furthermore, staff development to assist teachers in moving to

higher Levels of Use requires a different plan than does a staff development

effort to assist teachers in moving from nonuse to an initial stable pattern of

use.

The LoU concept has been applied in a bilingual education program setting

by Dominguez, Tumner and Jackson (1980). In their study of the implementaiion

of bilingual education programs in urban and rural sites, they too found a dis-

tribution of Levels of Use ranging from LoU 0 Nonu'Se to LoU IVB Refinement.

Because of the complexity'of bilingual education being actually a ',!bundle" of

14.
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Table 1

OVERALL .LoU DISTRIBUTION
FORD STRATIFIED_SAMPLES

LoU UN PERCENTAGESI

a 'I U III IVA IVB V VI

TEAMING 7 3 4 9 61 13 2 3

MODULES 15 23 12 6 251 17 1 1 255

1;7

Fall '76

Sph ng '77
Fall '77

Spri ng '78
Spri ng 79

I4tile-------,. ,--

-s

0

45

25

6

6

9 ,

I

9

4

10

,6

1

Table 2

Level s of Use Distribution
II III IVA IVB

36 3 5 1

24 27 15 3

25 28 22 2

3 43 27 11

1. 29 45 12

V

0

0

6

2

1

VI

0

1

2

2

3

\

'
., '

\

4,

N = 204

N = 202

N = 167

N = 157

N = 146
Percent at Each LoU



innovations rather than a single one, they assessed Levels of Use for various

innovations within the bundle. For example, they distinguished .between ESL,

Spanish reading, and ESL Spanish math: Thus, they were able to provide more

precision in distinguishing between users and nonusers of various coMponents in

their studies instead of simply referring.to users and nonusers of a composite

bingual education program..

Another important application of the LevelS of Use concept is to insure

that a comparison or control group, does not have users of the materials w7hin

it. -In other words, Level of Use must also be assessed for the group thatOis

assumed to be nonusers. In one study (Rall & Loucks, 1977), an evaluation was

done of'Individually Guided Education, an inbovation bundle involving individ-

ualized instruction, multi-aged_teaming and several other major innovations.

This study observed that in the treatment schools in which the innovattion of

individualized instruction had supposedly been implemented for three years, .only

80% of the'teachers were in fact using individualized instruction. Use/nonuse

data were then analyzed for the comparison schools, whVh were matched with

eleven treatment schools. It was observed that 63% of the.teachers in the com-

parison schools were in fact individualizing their instruction in reading!

Both comparisoR and treatment schools had large proportions of users of a key

component of the innovation.
: P

In this type of evaluation study, it would be impossible to draw conclui

Sions about the effects of theinnovative program when in fact key specific

innovations within the-innovation bundle were in use in both expeeimental and

control schools. Unfortunately, what too frequently happens in these types of

evaluation designs is that rather than assessing use or ponuse, the inference is

drawn based upon the statements of principals or district administrators that in

fact one school is a treatment school and the other school a nonuser school.
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When the achievement tests or other outcome data are collected and analyzed the

'conclusion is made that there are "no significant differences". Then a policy

decision immediately follows that the new way is no better than the old and the

new way is eliminated. When in fact, the new way .and the old way have not

recPived a fair test.

That too much is taken for granted in as&essing use or nonuse seems to be

an ongoing problem in the cAduct of innovation 'studies. Moreover, th,ere are

.too many evaluation studies that do not acknowledge the existence of the imple-

mentation phase. These studies continue to be based on the assumption that

change is an event without the transition period involving Mechanical Level of

Use. These kinds of studies further assume that once teachers have received

program materials and a one or two day workshop in August, they then automati-

cally become sophisticated users and are capable of functioning proficiently in

the programs as of September. Although this may sound like a crazy approach to

evaluation, it still goes on.

What IS "It"?
d

This bdsic question has also receiyed attention in the change research.

Obviously, in many instances the innovation is adapted during the adoption pro-

cesr-4'The e adaptations are often appropriate and well within the scope of the

original init of the innovation as outlined by its developers. In other

instances thes adaptations in the innovation may be beyond assumed,limits of

the program. With some of these adaptations the program could conceivably have=

different effecO than were originally intended. In CBAM, research of thi; phe-

nomenon has been addressed thro'ugh the concept of Innovation Configurations

(Hall & Loucks, 1978). Innovation Configurations as a tool provides a means to

describe what happens to the innovation as it is adopted by different users.
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Again, the initial focus is upon the individual user, which'can then be aggre-

gated for the school or school district levels.

The simplest question to be asked here is, %hat are the program' users

usingU The program will .presumably contain distinctive features, which often ...

inc.lude,the use of certain materials and special roles which the students and

teachers are to carry out. How does an evaluator determine the actual opera-
,

tional form of the innovation that is in place? Conceptually, the problem i

fairly easily understood, but is a fairly complex problem methodologically. An
-

An innovation can be considered to consist of a series of major components

of which users of the program can be assessed for thier use or nonuse. For

example, a continuous-progress mathematics curriculum could consist of: 1) the

components of instructional materials used, 2) the grObping of students, 3) and

testing. Then in terms of use/nonuse, thesimplest (lecision would be to judge

as usersof the program those teachers who were: 1) using the materials, 2)

grouping students, and 3) testing them. However, the way'that the materials are

used, how students are grouped, and exactly how and what is done-with test

results can be important variations. Thus, in the concept of Innovation Config-

urations, the components are further divided into different "variations" of use

which can be identified. This example can briefly illustrate how variations are

identified within each component:

1. Instructional Materials Component

a: Program materials only'
b. Program materials plus basic text
c. Text only
d. Teacher made

2. Grouping Component

a. Large heterogeneous group
b. Large homogeneous group
c. Small groups
d. Completely individualized



3. Testing Component

a. Testing done once eyery six weeks with nothing done with testing
results

b. Testing done weekly with test results fed back to students
c. Students test themselves as they complete each objective

In conductlng an evaluation Study, it would be the job of the evaluators to

14

develop and complete an innovation configur2tion checklist -(See Figure 2) that

consisted of these components and their variations. For each subject, ,an inno7

vation configuration checkliSt would be coMpleted. A certain combination of

responses across the components such as: (1-a) us'es program materials only,

(2-c) small groups of students, and (3- ) testing once every six weeks; would

represent one "configuration" of the program. Any other combination of compo-

nents would represent a different configuration. The evaluator could then sum-

marize which configurations are in use in different clas,srooms. The concept of

Innovation Configurations is thus used to define and describe the operational

forms of fhe innovation. This entails describing: 1) what students and

, teachers are doing, 2) how materiels and processes are used, and 3) what would .

be observed when the program is in actual use.

It is important to note that the conceptof Innovation Configurations does
1

not, however, describe implementation requirements. An implementation require-
.

ment would be possession,of the textbooks. How the textbooks are used would be

an Innovation Configuration component. This same rationale applies to outcomes.

Outcomes and,effects of a particular innovation are outside of the innovation

configuration itself. They are the result pf using a particular configuration.

These distinctions between implementation requirements, innovation config-

urations and Qutcomes become particularly important for the evaluator. An

evaluator needs to be able to determine what effects are a result of use of the

a*

11



Figure 2 15

Revised innovation configuration checklist for math curriculum study.

I.D. (Last 4 digits of SO)

Please check one choice under each of the five categories below that is the most descriptive
of your math instruction.

1. Instructionaliresources used:

Program,materials (i.e., packets, worksheets) only
Textbook(s) only
Textbook(s) emphasiied, program materialsupplemental

-Program materials emphasized, textbook(s), supplemental
Combination of text(s) and/or program materials with teacher-made materials and
games

4

Large variety of text(s), program materials, games, teacher-made materials,
manipulatives, centers, labs, etc.

AO'

2. Grouping patterns:

Teach whole class or two groups,in a class with children ranging in abilities
(i.e., heterogeneous)
Teach whole class or two groups in a class with children of generally the
same abilities (i.e., homogeneous)
Teach 3 or more small groups that are fairly stable--the children in each
group seldom'move to a different group
Teach 3 or more small-,groups that change continually--the children frequently
move to a different grOup.
Teach individuals only, no grouping

3. Clusters of objectives:

Use program clusterslargely in sequence as a framework for instruction
Use program clusters largely oust of sequence
Do not use program clusters

4. Objeetives:
Use program objectives largely in sequence within the clusters
Use objectives largely out of sequence
Do not use program objectives

5. Kind of testing:

Use posttest on objectives (either program-supplied or teacher-made) and cluster
test (either program-supplied or teacher-made)
Use cluster test (either program-supplied or teacher-made) only
Use posttest on objectives (either program-supplied or teacher-made) only
Use teacher judgement only
Varies widely using posttests, cluster tests and/or teacher judgement

6. The use of test results:

Each individual child is,assigned work or activity depending on the results of
the Lest given
When most of the group passes a test the group goes on; those who fail are
given special attention
When most of the group_passes a test the group goes on; those who fail will have
another chance to.learn later due to the spiral nature of the curriculum
What is done with test results depends on the objectives being taUght

JARE TieRE,OTHER SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF YOUR MATH PROGRAM THAT WE HAVE NOT INCLUDED?
(Please describe on back of this page)
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innovation. In order to do so it must be determined first that the innovation

is being used and second what configaration of the inno/ation is being used. As

previously pointed out, it is conCeivable that different configurations of the

innovation will result in different outcomes. The process evaluator may want to

present pwrely -descriptive information about the differenf configurations that

are in use so that the staff developers can plan specialized inservice which

addresses the needs of teachers who are using different configurations. It is

also tonceivable that through early testing certain desired learning pucomes

may be associated with dertain configurations. These data could then been fed

back so that staff development 'again could be targeted ,to facilitate implementa-

tion of tho.se configUrations whi71 are associated with more of the desired out-

comes. Hall & Loucks (1980); Pratt, WintersAi George (1980) and George & Hord

(1980), are papers that explore some of these'implications further.

The-Innovation Configuration framework has been applied in at least one

study of bilingual, education. Dominguez, Tumner and Jackson, (1980) identified

a range of innovation configurations for bilingual education programs. Because

of the elaborate nature of bilingual education, it was necessary to describe not

only the configurations of bilingual education in terms of classroom practice,

but also the school building and district level aspects of the configurations.

Furthermore, they took advantage of the concept of an innovation configuration

continuum (Hall & Loucks, 1978).

The Innovation Configuration continuum (See Figure 3) suggests that the

various configurations of a program can be placed along a continuum that ranges

from thdse that most closely approximate the developer's model, to those, that

are somewhat related to it and finally to those that are clearly deviant from

the model as described by the developer. Using this procedure, Dominguez, et

al., were able to distinguish between programs that were approximating the

cr.



Not the innovation

Figure 3

Configuration Continuum

Using "Car" as the.Innovation

Points of Drastic Mutation

UP User's Point

CFP Change Facili,tator's Point

DP -- Developer's Point

40,

The innovation

UP CFP DP

Developer's
Mddel(s)
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ideals of bilingual education, (maintenance), those that were on their way

towards it (transitional), and those that were clearly not within acceptable

limits with regard to bilingual education theories and models (non-bilingual)..

(Dominguez et al., 1980). Many of the participants within the settings of the

non-bilingual programs may have claimed, and even believed, they were using

bilingual'education materials. However, in terms of thEcriterion that were set

up to describe ideal models of b'ilingual education, their cordigurations were

not in the ballpark.

For the process evaluator, feedback about which configurations are in use

and which components of innovations seem to be most clearly associated with de-

sired outcomes can be of great value. The staff developers can fine tune and

focus their staff development activities to address teacher needs in relation to

certain'components. Policy makers and administrators can understand better

which resources and support to deliver so that the configurations put into use

are those that are desAred And all parties can be more concrete in their com-

munications with, and understanding of each other.

In Summary

In this paper, I have at'tempted to lay out some issues that have comeout

of recent research on the change process that have di...-ect implications for pro-

cess evaluation. These implications are not limited to bilingual education but

, apply equally to other evaluation efforts. However, they clearly apply in bi-

lingual education, especially given the complexity and.lack of clear cut defini-

tion of what bilingual education is when it is made operational in classrooms,

buildin s and school districts.

2 4;.
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As previously stated, the change research indicates that evaluators need to

answer two fundamental questions before either formative or summative evaluation

efforts can proceed. "Is it being used?"'and "What is 'it'?".

In the past, and all too frequently in the present, evaluation studies are

conducted without having a clear cut answer ta either the use question or the

conf,iguration question. Consequently, the conclusion "no significant differ-
,

ences" may not be valid, since the evaluation design may have masked differences
Ci

by not separating users of acceptable configurations of' the innovation from non-

users of the innovation or users whet) are using unacceptable configurations.

Such inyalid conclusions can lead to unfortunate policy decisions.

This is not meant to say that a", high-fidelity" persPective has to be taken

in all implementation efforts. It is quite acceptable in certain situations for

teachers and other users to be encouraged to create all sorts of adaptations in

the innovation. In that case the process evaluators need to be able to document

and describe theJdifferenf component variations and cdrifigurations that result.

Special staff development ,activities would have to be developed to address and

encourage teachers in cfeat.ing adaptations and diversions. 'In either case sum-

mative evaluation studies must clearly document with first-hand data that the

innovative group does indeed have.users in it and that any comparison groups are

comprised of\nonusers.

Another implication of the change research is that evaluation must be done

over time. .Change is a process, so longitudinal designs are essential. Evalua-

tion studiescannot be conducted on just the first year of implementation.

Formative evaluation data, which are descriptive of the,implementation process,

must be constantly returned to program developers, staff developers and others

concerned with implementation. A one-time data collection will not provide the

2,1
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required longifudinal Perspective that reflects the growth or regression which

can occur as the change process unfolds.

In this paper the concept of Levels of Use of the Innovation has been pro-

posed as a way to answer the first question of "is it being used?" The concept

of Innovation Configurations has been proposed to address te second question,

"what,is it?" The concepts and measurement procedures have been briefly de-

scribed and sample data presented to assist the reader in thinking about these

concepts and thelr possible implications for their setting. Clearly, formative/

process evaluation is a very useful tool. In dealing with a program as compli-

cated and multi-faceted as bilingual education, it is essential* to develop as

much clarity as possible about the concepts and variables to be assessed. It

is only through this careful thinking that the evaluator oan provide information

to program developers, staff developers, users, and policy makers which will

help them in their task of improving education.

2 4
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